I. INTRODUCTION
A fuzzy rule-based model consists of a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules which maps inputs to outputs. It has numerous practical applications in control [1] , prediction and inference [2, 3] and has been found to be quite successful in examining problems with uncertainty and non-linearity. To define the membership functions (MFs) and fuzzy control rules of fuzzy system, it is necessary to have expert intuition because it helps to design effective FLCs. Most of fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) to date have been static and based upon knowledge derived from imprecise heuristic knowledge of experienced operators. The construction of FLCs based on this type of expert knowledge can be quick and effective, provided the expert knowledge is available. On the other hand, without such an expert knowledge the design of FLCs can be slow as it relies on trial and error rather than a guided approach. So we need an automated knowledge acquisition method for FLCs which will be able to improve the overall performance in fuzzy control.
For most fuzzy logic control problems, the most important issue is to determine the parameters that define the MFs and MFs optimization problems can be converted to parameter optimization problems. These parameters are generally based on the expert knowledge that is derived from heuristic knowledge of experienced control engineers and/or generated automatically. A variety of methods such as genetic algorithms (GAs), neural networks (NNs), self-organizing feature map (SOFM), tabu search (TS), and particle swarm optimization (PSO) have been used to improve the behavior of parameter optimization problem as well as selection and definition of fuzzy rules.
GA was used by Belarbi [4] in fuzzy rule base minimization. He applied GA to design FLC for the control of the pole and cart system and the control of the concentration in continuously stirred tank reactor. Arslan and Kaya [5] presented a method to adjust the shapes of MFs using GA. They designed a fuzzy logic control system having single input and output. Meredith [6] also applied GA to the fine tuning of MFs in a FLC for a helicopter. Bagis [7] presented an approach for the determination of the structure and parameters of fuzzy rule base. He applied this approach in the modeling of the nonlinear or complex systems. Bai and Chen [8] proposed an automatic method for students' evaluation task. The purpose was to automatically construct the grade MFs of lenient-type grades, strick-type grades, and normal-type grades of fuzzy rules. Yang and Bose [9] presented a method for generating fuzzy MFs with an unsupervised learning using SOFM. The SOFM approach is a two-step procedure; firstly, generate the proper clusters and secondly generate the fuzzy MFs according to the clusters in the first step. They applied this method to pattern recognition. A fuzzy knowledge integration technique based on the PSO was presented by Huang [10] which consists of two phases: Firstly, it encodes the fuzzy rule sets and fuzzy sets with its corresponding MFs. Secondly, the particle swarm algorithm was used to explore the fuzzy rule sets, fuzzy sets and MFs to its optimal or the approximately optimal extent. This paper proposes a new approach based on quantum inspired evolutionary algorithm (QIEA) for the optimum design of FLCs involving large number of parameters. The QIEA employed as a self-adaptive learning strategy to automatically tune the parameters of MFs and select the optimal set of fuzzy rules. In the second part, in order to improve the overall performance, we have used modified center of gravity method (MCOG) as a defuzzification method. On the other hand, two different fuzzifiers have been used for inputs to be interpreted to get better response from the FLCs. These fuzzifiers are the triangular and gaussian. The MCOG method works on the basis of information concerning MFs' shapes (narrow or wide). The very narrow consequent MFs indicates a very strong belief in that rule, whereas too wide indicate much less belief in that rule. As a test problem backing up the truck problem is considered.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II we illustrate literature review relevant to the FLCs. A brief description of the problem for which FLCs is to be design is given in section III. In section IV we introduce the key ideas of integrated architecture of FLCs with QIEA. This section also presents the methodology adopted for solving the problems describe in section III in fuzzy environment. Section V includes the experimental results and comparative analysis on backing up the truck problem and finally section VI presents some concluding remarks based on the present study and some future direction.
II. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER
The idea of fuzzy logic was first introduced in 1960s by Professor Lofti Zadeh [11] . The general configuration of a FLC can be divided into four main parts; fuzzification interface, a rule base, an inference mechanism and defuzzification interface (Fig.1) . 
A. Fuzzifier
Fuzzy sets (Fig. 2) 
,......., , 2 1 , and y are the input and output linguistic variables respectively. 
C. Fuzzy Inference Engine
A fuzzy relation l R can be defined as:
. This relation l R is the actual process of mapping from fuzzy sets in X to fuzzy sets in Y. 
D. Defuzzifier
The final crisp output values are determined using a procedure known as "defuzzification process".
D.1. Center of Gravity (COG)
The "Center of gravity" method is used as defuzzification method. Defuzzification produces a numerical (point-estimate) output value for the fuzzy set. The defuzzification method is centroid defuzzification which uses the fuzzy centroid as output:
Where O defines a fuzzy subset of the universe of discourse * +, m is the respective MF.
D.2. Modified COG
The modified height defuzzifier was used to handle the consequent uncertainty and improve the FLCs response. The expression generally used for a fuzzy set is as follows: 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Normal driving instincts can cheat us when attempting to back up a truck to a loading dock [12, 13] . The task is such a difficult one that even for a highly skilled driver needs to go forward and backward numerous times in order to position the truck at the dock successfully. If the driver is not allowed to make forward movements, successful backing becomes improbable. So, the main challenge for the truck backer-upper control problem is to design a controller to successfully back up a truck to a loading dock from any initial position. The problem, to back up a simulated truck to a loading dock in a planner parking lot is depicted in Fig.3 [12, 14] . The motion of the truck can be described by the following set of equations:
where  is the truck angle with horizontal line, (x, y) is the coordinate of the position of rear centre of the truck and is the steering angle. A fuzzy controller for this problem would have three input variables ( ) by which the truck position could be determined exactly and an output variable . The controller have to make the truck reach at the loading dock at a right angle (  ) and to align the position (x, y) of the truck with the desired location ( ). The truck should move backward by some fixed distance b at every stage. Assuming enough clearance between the truck and the loading dock we can ignore the y position of coordinate at the time of output (steering angle ) calculation.There is no predefined path for each truck location and therefore the optimum steering angle is unknown. This experiment should be considered as an example of highly nonlinear complex problems. The fuzzy logic control system has to find the correct function that maps points from the three dimensional input-space to the appropriate output variable, continuously from the given initial point until the loading dock, and for all possible initial positions.
IV. INTEGRATION OF FLCS AND QIEA
The QIEA is a stochastic search and optimization method which combines the principles of natural biological evolution and quantum computation such as the quantum bit and the superposition of states. Superposition of logical state can be expressed as a vector [16] , [15] :
The complex numbers α and β are called the "amplitudes" of the superposition. A quantum bit (Q-bit) is defined as the smallest unit of information in two-state computer which is defined as a pair of numbers (α, β) as * +
And a Q-bit individual as a string of n Q-bits is defined
Where
.n. So a Q-bit individual of n bits can represent states at a time.
QIEA has a better characteristic of population diversity than others, since it can represent linear superposition of states probabilistically. But higher value of n needs higher computing time of the algorithm. For an optimization problem with fitness function ( ), if we represent each real variable by k bits then the total number of Q-bits in an Q-bit individual n= k×m. So if we apply the evolutionary operators on huge number of bits then they will definitely take a significant amount of time to execute. A Q-gate defined as a mutation operator is applied on the qubits to update their probability amplitudes as follows:
where Δθ i, i=1, 2, 3…., n, is the rotation angle. and | | must satisfy the normalization condition 2 + | | 2 =1. The crossover operator is applied after a given interval of generations.
To design the FLCs based on the QIEA, at first we have to find out the way to represent the fuzzy rule base and MFs parameter in the form of chromosome so that the QIEA can provide the best rule base to FLCs after applying its evolutionary operators on the chromosome (rule base) for some generations. The overall integration of FLCs with QIEA is shown in Fig.  4 . 
A. Division of ranges of input and output variables
For backing the truck problem we have two inputs  and one output from which we have to produce fuzzy rules and MFs. As the first step, divide the domain of  and into different regions. Here we divide the range of into 5 regions and range of both and into 7 regions. The linguistic variables for these regions are defined of Table I .
B. Encoding and Generation of Fuzzy Rules
After defining the regions, encode the input and output spaces fuzzy regions MFs and fuzzy control rule set into string (real value).The MF for each of input and output variables are characterized by the three variablesbegin (b), center (c) and end (e). The rule base containing 35 rules are generated using these variables as follows: Where n= 35. To represent each rule actually we use center (C) and half-width (W) of the variables (input and output) then to define MF, we calculate begin = C -W/2 and end = C + W/2. That is each rule is represented as follows:
Input InputOutput Figure 5 shows the chromosome structure that defined the fuzzy rule set and MFs parameter. (Table II) .
Inputs and their ranges Outputs and their ranges Divide Input and Output ranges in different regions
Evolutionary Learning Mechanism QIEA Knowledge base Generator Block
Rule Base + MFs
FLC Evaluator Block
Backing up the truck
Rule n A fuzzy rule base is a collection of fuzzy rules, which are in conventional IF-THEN form with a premise part to describe the conditions and a consequent part to state the conclusions or actions. This rule base simply indicates the possible ranges for the output values as the input values are given. The production is used to represent the premise.
C. Quantum-Inspired Evolutionary Procedure
The choice of input-output (IO) control signal to be set for each fuzzy rule is made by the QIEA. It initializes randomly a population of complete real valued strings. Each of these real values strings is then decoded into fuzzy rules as well as MFs and evaluated by a FLC. Each real valued string's fitness is defined as the error between the state of the system and the target set. The QIEA procedure includes some steps called selection, crossover and mutation and it is run for a defined number of iterations called generations. In each generation, QIEA proceeds according to the fitness values produced by the FLC for each real valued-string. The QIEA uses its evolutionary operators to perform a self-directed search, learning to look for better and better fuzzy rules and optimal MFs parameters. A mechanism for acceptance of a set of fuzzy control rules generated by the QIEA is needed. We only accept a set of fuzzy rules with generation  , where  is a specified number. The overall quantum inspired evolutionary procedure to adapt the FLCs is shown in Fig.6 .
C1. Representation and Evaluation of Rule base in QIEA
In QIEA, population consists of real coded triploid chromosomes [12] where each of the chromosomes is defined based on the fuzzy rules and MFs parameters. So, the chromosome for this control system can be defined as follows: (10) . A rule in contains six values, center (C) and width for each of three variables ( and ). In QIEA, evolutionary operators (mutation and crossover) are applied to make change in the population having fuzzy rules which helps to adjust the FLCs to back up the truck more perfectly. The FLC evaluate a fitness value for each chromosome then update to the population is done based on these fitness values. The fitness value for each chromosome is defined as the trajectory error which is defined as follows: Trajectory error/fitness = ( )
C2.Mutation
Mutation operator is applied to allele selected randomly from . The rule of that allele is updated by using gaussian mutation where centers (C) of inputs and output variables are changed as follows:
Where and are respectively upper and lower bound of the regions in which lies. The value of variance ( ) 2 is either or /5 subject to the "Fine Search" or "Coarse Search" to be implemented respectively [15] . The value of may not remain in the region of then it is clipped into that region as follows:
The center of is not kept in a particular region rather its range is considered always the whole range of . The value of variance ( ) 2 is either or /5 subject to "Fine Search" or "Coarse Search" to be implemented [16] . Now the half-width ( ) of each center is updated as follows:
where is the uniformly distributed random number in the range [0, 1]. The pair probability amplitudes of the allele are updated by the Rotation gate as follows:
where rotation angle of qubit is calculated as follows:
Where is the initial rotation angle, is the scale parameter, and control the value of the rotation angle together and have an effect on the speed of convergence, the sign sgn (.) determines the direction of the rotation angle. 
C3. Discrete Crossover (DC) and Elitism
To backing up the truck with minimized trajectory error (fitness value) the FLC have to search for the suitable steering angle with respect to input variables. Discrete crossover is used here to expand the search space for the FLCs. The elitism technique is used to select the individual with minimized fitness value which also ensure that the rule base with best fitness value will not be lost.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Results
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed system, we have carried out a series of experiments in which the controllers were evolved in our simulated arena. In this paper fuzzy control rules and MFs are adjusted based on QIEA which enables the FLCs to backing up the truck with minimum trajectory error (fitness value). The final control rules and MFs are obtained as shown in , Table IV and Fig. 7 respectively after adjusting the fuzzy control rules and MFs. For the 100×100 loading dock, the ranges of input and output variables are considered as follows [14] {
The range of is divided into five non-uniform intervals [ [7.5, 20] , [20, 30] are represented by variables NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM and PB. Considering these regions of input-output variables, a population of realcoded chromosomes containing fuzzy rules is generated and then it is updated by QIEA to provide a best rule base for the FLCs. For all the given initial positions the QIEA converges to some sets of fuzzy control rules. During the simulation, we generate twenty sets of values associated to fuzzy rules from twenty different initial positions. After translating the parameter values into sets of rules as shown in Table IV using fuzzy amalgamation (FA) methodology [18] . The FA method starts with an empty new rule set. Then it compares and combines two rule sets as follows. If the corresponding cells of two rule sets are same then add the cell entries into the corresponding cell of the new rule set. On the other hand, if corresponding cells of two rule sets are different, then an average of the two different entries is computed using the following formula:
where n is the number of combining tables (here n = 2), i N is the numeric values (center) of fuzzy rule. Find the linguistic term (fuzzy set) for NV where it has the highest membership value, and return that linguistic term as a result of two different entries into the corresponding cell of the new rule set.
There are 35 fuzzy rules (fuzzy rule base) forming a 5×7 tables with rows to hold the corresponding actions (outputs) as shown in Table IV . Table III shows the numerical values of one of the rule base generated by QIEA. The FLCs use these fuzzy rules to backing up the truck. For each rule the FLCs generate the steering angle from the current position of the truck represented by two input variables and by if-then association which is shown in Table   V . The triangular MFs (Fig.7) shapes are used for simpler calculation and better description of the problem depending on the automatic knowledge acquisition. The MFs and rule set are design tools that give opportunity to model a control surface, a convenient way to examine a two input/one-output control strategy and controller properties. It is obvious that using these attributes one can more precisely fulfil a quality criterion in a full operational range. The control surface shows the input out relationship visually and it also shows the degree of nonlinearity between input and output of the controller. The control surface is defined with 35 rules as shown in Fig.8 . Table IV) , the QIEA-fuzzy controller produces successful backing up a truck trajectories starting from any given initial condition. Figure 9 shows a typical example of fuzzy backing up truck trajectories. In each iteration, all rules in rule base are not contributing to the control result within an inference engine. In most cases the fuzzy control system uses (fire) only one or two rules in the rule base at each iteration. and final position at ( ) = (50, 100). The desired trajectory can be that the truck moves along the target line or coincide with the target line and then goes along y-axis to arrive at the goal.
B. Comparative Analysis of FLCs response
In this section, we investigate the response of proposed FLCs based on the MCOG and different fuzzifiers methods. We have compared the performance of the evolved FLC against FLCs using different fuzzifiers as fuzzification method and MCOG as a defizzification strategy. Figure 11 shows the two fuzzy control rules one is triangular and another one is gaussian.
The design of an appropriate defuzzication strategy is important as it will affect the interpretation of the FLCs response. The COG uses only the consequent MFs centers, without any information concerning their shapes (narrow/wide). But the spread of the consequent MFs influence the response of FLCs. In our proposed approach, width is used to measure the shape of consequent MFs. In order to improve the performance of FLC, modified defuzzification strategy associated with the shape of MFs is used.
Results obtained using MCOG and different fuzzifiers show that parking durations are shorter than those obtained using COG defuzzification strategy under the same initial conditions. We found that the QIEA based strategy evolves to optimal set of fuzzy control rules and MFs after only some generations. The evolutionary progress ( Fig. 13(b) ) displays the performance of the best chromosome found so far against the number of generations.
C. Comparison between Genetic-Fuzzy System and our proposed approach
In this section, the performance is compared with genetic fuzzy system in order to check the validity of our proposed quantum inspired evolutionary fuzzy approach.
A FLC using complementary MFs (C-MF) has been designed in the similar way to our approach but only centers of the MFs are adjusted through GA.
The number of steps of trajectories of the truck from given positions to back up to the loading zone controlled by the genetic fuzzy system and the quantum inspired fuzzy system are given in Table VII and Fig. 14 (graphical trajectories) for the two cases. The number of required trajectory steps for genetic fuzzy system is larger than our approach. Figure 14 and table VII, it is obvious that the performances of quantum inspired fuzzy are better than the genetic fuzzy system. It not only takes fewer steps to arrive the goal position, but also it shows the smoother trajectories. If the RB and shape of MF is rich enough then the simulated truck backs up to the loading zone successfully. In this case, QIEA generates richer rule base and shape of MF than the GA. We have shown that the performance of the proposed fuzzy controller is varied according to the types of fuzzifier and MCOG. The question on why different type of fuzzifier gives different results, would be also interesting and to be analyzed with respect to the fuzzification and defuzzification process.
C1.Fuzzification
Fuzzification of a real-valued variable is done with intuition, experience and analysis of the set of rules and their associated MFs, i.e., fuzzy sets. The two types of MFs defined in the equation (3) and (4) produce different fuzzified value for the same real value as shown in Fig. 15 . The fuzzification of the input variable should be realistic. Experience and different procedures as well as use different types of fuzzifier should be followed while designing a large fuzzy system for the realistic and accurate output. The wrong fuzzification of the input variable(s) might cause instability and error in the system.
C2. Defuzzification
The following example shows FLC output varies according to the type of MFs. The value of fuzzified and defuzzified may vary according to the fuzzifier. In this study, the effect of the different fuzzification and defuzzification process to construct the fuzzy model is investigated along with the selection and definition of fuzzy rules and the shapes of MFs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this paper was to find out a way to design FLCs on the basis of QIEA. With the experimental results we have shown that our proposed approach is a self-learning adaptive method to acquire automatic fuzzy knowledge base i.e., selection and definition of fuzzy understandable and reliable fuzzy ifthen control rules as well as the shapes of MFs to design FLCs without any prior knowledge. Here the FLCs works with biological evaluation of the rule bases to backing up a truck in the loading dock with minimum trajectory error. On the other hand, we have shown that different fuzzification and MCOG method has a great impact on the response of the FLCs. In this way, QIEA can build quickly an effective controller relatively. This technique may lead to an increase in the use of FLCs as the previously time-consuming design procedure can be reduced dramatically.
Suggestions for follow-up works that may come after this paper are as follows: This research work is to be extended for intelligent control of a mobile robot, control of a robotic arm in the presence of moving or fixed obstacle, the path planning problem for multiple mobile robots with more than one obstacles either moving or fixed in the workspace. Moreover, this works also to be extended in the analysis of the behaviour of the cooperative quantum inspired evolutionary learning proposal with high dimensional problems, where it might be necessary to include a variable feature selection component into the learning approach.
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